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“Go it,” I almost cried aloud, 
“and go it stronger!” 
 
--- William James on 1906  
San Francisco earthquake 





The Milieu of Many Philosophy of 
Science Meetings: 

Nonlocality Rules the Day! 

“What Bell proved, and what theoretical physics  
has not yet properly absorbed, is that the physical  
world itself is nonlocal.” 
                                                -- Tim Maudlin 
                                                    “What Bell Did,” 2014 



Einstein’s Worry 

       If one asks what is characteristic of the realm of physical ideas  
independently of the quantum-theory, then above all the following  
attracts our attention: the concepts of physics  refer to a real external  
world, i.e., ideas are posited of things  that claim a “real existence”  
independent of the perceiving subject (bodies, fields, etc.), and these  
ideas are, on the one hand, brought into as secure a relationship as  
possible with sense impressions.  Moreover, it is characteristic of  
these physical things that they are conceived of as being arranged in  
a space-time continuum.  Further, it appears to be essential  for this arrangement of the 
things introduced in physics that, at a specific time, these things claim an existence 
independent of one another, insofar as these things “lie in different parts of space.” 
Without such an assumption of the mutually independent existence (the “being-thus”) of 
spatially distant things, an assumption which originates in everyday thought, physical 
thought in the sense familiar to us would not be possible. Nor does one see how physical 
laws could be formulated and tested without such a clean separation. … 
       For the relative independence of spatially distant things (A and B), this idea is 
characteristic: an external influence on A has no immediate effect on B; this is known as 
the ``principle of local action,'' The complete suspension of this basic principle would 
make impossible the idea of (quasi-) closed systems and, thereby, the establishment of 
empirically testable laws in the sense familiar to us. 



Recall Schrödinger’s class of identically prepared students. 
We are told they can all answer any of a set of questions 
correctly, but each can only answer one, and then forgets 
the answers to the rest.  It’s an odd idea, but we can still 
test it: we ask the questions at random, and find that we 
always get the right answer.  Of course it is possible that 
each student only knows the answer to one question, 
which always happens to be the very one we ask!  But 
that would require a massive coincidence, on a scale that 
would undercut the whole scientific method.  Or else we 
are being manipulated: somehow we are led to ask a given  
question only of the rare student who knows the answer.  So we switch our 
method of choice, handing it over to a random number generator, or the throw of 
dice, or to be determined by the amount of rainfall in Paraguay.  But maybe all of 
these have been somehow rigged too!  Of course, such a purely abstract proposal 
cannot be refuted, but besides being insane, it too would undercut scientific 
method.  All scientific interpretations of our observations presuppose that they 
have not have been manipulated in such a way.  

Maudlin’s Worry On “Superdeterminism” 



Somehow quantum mechanics  
hits the sweet spot: 
 
• The world is nonlocal, 

 
• Yet, we can still do science. 



Where Does It Stop? 



Einstein’s Worry, More Detail 

       … Nor does one see how physical laws could be  
formulated and tested without such a clean  
separation.  Field theory has carried out this principle  
to the extreme, in that it localizes within infinitely  
small (four-dimensional) space-elements the  
elementary things existing independently of the one  
another that it takes as basic, as well as the  
elementary laws it postulates for them. 
       For the relative independence of spatially  
distant things (A and B), this idea is characteristic: an  
external influence on A has no immediate effect on B; this is known as 
the “principle of local action,” which is applied consistently in field 
theory.  The complete suspension of this basic principle would make 
impossible the idea of (quasi-) closed systems and, thereby, the 
establishment of empirically testable laws in the sense familiar to us. 



But is that autonomy enough? 



Chris Fields’ characterization of QBism  
(arXiv:1108.2024): 

Autonomy all the way down. 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1108.2024


Autonomy All the Way Down 

William James, 1842 -1910 







What are Quantum Probabilities? 
Indeed, what are probabilities? 



What Are Quantum Probabilities? 

• Unless we want tickle, tickle, tickle, they have 
to be banished from the external world. 

 

Bruno de Finetti 
    1906 -- 1985 

















What We Do with Quantum States 





Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) Criterion of REALITY 

(1935) 



Modern-Day Version of EPR 





Key Argument 



Simon Kochen 

  Ernst Specker 
 1920 – 2011(?) 



Asher Peres, 1934-2005 



Nonlocality, right? 



“If I could make one change to the EPR paper in 
retrospect it would be to alter the characterization of 
this criterion.  The authors call it ‘reasonable’ and ‘in 
agreement with classical as well as quantum-
mechanical ideas of reality’, but its status is actually 
much stronger than that: the criterion is, in the 
parlance of philosophers, analytic.  That is, this 
criterion follows just from the very meanings of the 
words used in it.”  
                                                       -- Tim Maudlin 
                                                           “What Bell Did,” 2014         



But, remember in QBism: 





What Quantum Probabilities Are About 



“Our Experience in/on/with the External World” 

-- with apologies to Bertrand Russell 







Quantum 
theory can 
be used by 
anyone. 



But those 
other users, 
for the 
agent in 
focus, are 
physical 
systems like 
anything 
else. 



What QBism Is Not 



EPR Redux … QBist Style 

QBism’s Story:  Take an action, walk, take an action. 





N. David Mermin 







Done, right? 













Don’t Forget! 

To get this: 

It really takes this: 



















Erwin Schrödinger on Responsible Physics* 

* This message sponsored by QBists for Quantum Attitude Reform. 


